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I. UTOOEUCTION

Specific Conditions for Community Development in Urban Areas

Until the year 1957 it was "believed that community development

methods and techniques were applicable only to rural areas and that the

loosely organized and heterogeneous urban'areas did not lend themselves

to the combination of human effort - ith action by State bodies.

Beginning in that year, the international organizations became

aware of the opportunities community development, adapted to circum

stances, might offer to solve certain urban problems, and at its

eleventh session the Soci?l Commission asked the Secretariat to initiate

a study on the applicability of community development methods to urban

areas. Various experiments were carried out between 1955 and i960 -

in 'Pakistan, India and Colombia. Again, workshops on community

development were arranged or held (Bristol, 1959) under United Nations

auspices, while in 1960-61 the Economic Commission for Africa conducted

a p^?t,surve7._on "fche applicability of community development methods and

techniques to urban areas, the city chosen being Addis..Ababa, and is

planning two further projects for 1962-63.

Thus community development has won a place - albeit a still modest,

though growing, place - in international activities,

■ But how can oommunity development be introduced into the African

urban context which many claim to be as inimical a context for it as can

be found anywhere? :'~

What, anyway, is the nature of thrt context? What are its basic

features? And do these features provide a fruitful soil for community

development?

A study of African urban areas reveals a series of characteristics

very different from those of rural areas. The most striking difference

is the contrast between the heterogeneity of the urban population and the
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comparative homogeneity of the rural population, ^he cities .have grown

by the accretion'of groups of immigrants of very diverse tribal origins,

who form so many, usually water-tight, social strata. So the population

in most African cities is 'compartmentalized' into "racial districts'1,

distinct adjacent townships, each vith its own character and its own life,

while rural communities normally comprise groups of the same origin and

the few individuals or families from anyrhere else are regarded as

"foreigners".

Another contrasting feature betvsen town and, country is the "arti

ficial" nature of the urban "built-up, area, as. compared - ith the traditional

character of the rural community. Towns grow up round an administrative,

commercial and industrial pole, that comes to be. populated by immigrants

between whom there is often no bond of solidarity or: corauon tradition.

Urban communities so formed of disparate elements acquire a cohesive,

conventional administrative veneer. . .

Again, the torn differs from the country in that urban growth pro

ceeds at a rapid pace - sometimes an irregular pace - which changes the

face of a city in next-to-no time, largely through immigration, while any

growth that occurs in rural communities is slow and^largely due to births.

Furthermor , ,where the rural areas enjoy comparative stability, the

torns are marked by some degree of external and internal instability -

external, as many immigrants fail to make good in town and return to:.their

villages, though some may make further attempts to settle in town;

internal, since depending on the employment or housing situation, town-

dwellers are apt to charigVdistricts frequently. Hence, there is a

substantial floating population.

Detribalization, though not a constant process and one that varies

with the traditional bonds between immigrpnts, ad/ed to what are often

poor living Conditions and leading to proletarization, helps to disinte

grate the traditional family unit. Under the pressure of ds.y-to-d^y needs,

the family gradually loses contact -"ith its original community;, separates

off, and tends to adopt the constraints of the European "family unit and

to lose the feeling of communal solidarity.
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. Lastly, whereas the profiling rule in the countryside is the

general handyman principle - the peasant tilling his field, building his

house, making his out-of-date implements - in town jobs? these 136001116

more and acre diversified tnd specialised vith a resultant clervege

"between the sooisl classes.

If these "basic features of toxms - heterogeneous population, arti

ficial nature of the community, anarchic and rapid grorth, internal and

external instability, the tendency to in.\ivid.-j.:,lization^ social cleavages

are t-?ken together9 they admittedly may "be assumed to provide unfavour

able soil lor community development.

Experience, however, shows that community development methods

adapted to the prevailing conditions, ii centered on nevT groupings taking

the place of the traditional ones3 can restore the spirit of solidarity

and community and induce the people to collaborate r.nd co-operate with

the authorities in achieving certain objectives of common interest.

In thus changing values, community development can appeal not only to

any remaining vestiges of community spirit, but also to entirely new

aspirations coraprtible irith development needs in town. Accordingly, if

geared to urb?.n conditions, community development techniques can and

must provide the solutions Tor some problems of growth, organization

and existence.

II. Community Development and its Adaptation to Urban Conditions

.There are two "ways of fostering coivh,;unity development in totms:

either by encouraging trib?l regroupings, so as to restore the tradi

tional community as c. b?,sis for community development activities, or by

imbuing heterogeneous elements *-ith a community spirit through new

centres of common interest.

1. Tribal reintegrstion ?nd traditional associations .

It is a noteworthy fact that in most African cities immigrants tend

to form into groups according to their r~oial, tribal or religious

affinities. The hew arrival quite n^turslly seeks the company of people

of his own origin' who preceded him and finds a home in the district where
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they are already settled. He is assured of their advice and their

solidarity T-rhich often takes the form oi: temporary hospitality for

the iT.oijcomer until he can find a home. He encounters his old customs

and his dirlect ond so feels less strange. There is, i"or instance,

in Abidjan a Hossi district formed "by immigrants from U-vper Volta vho

have come looking for work) they form a re?.l Mossi community "ith their

own chiefs and customs and r tendency to reconstitute the community from

which they come. Similarly, there is in Dourla a sizeable and very co

hesive Eamleke di^ti-ict which maintains its connexions r-'ith the Bamleke

region.

Some tovns, like Lome, h?ve a district that is called the

ri foreigners'" district to distinguish it from others cre-ted "by people

belonging to the area where the tcai vis established - others still a

so--o?lled "Songo" district. Elsewhere, districts are occupied "by

certain vocation?! groups, like the "Laobees" or :-rood-cutters in Senegal,

craftsmen and jewellers, rho have traditional ~nd professional links.

Thus ir many African iwims we find tradition?,! communities of vrrying

homogeneity re-forming alongside of disparate population groups.

The reconstitution of ?uch communities has obvious advantages.

It slows doTm detrib?lizaticm, eases the chrnge-over from rural to -urban

life, and gives the immigrant the support o-.T other members of his group

in his efforts to adapt himself to nev i-rays of living. These tribal re

groupings, hEve been bl?.raed for perpetuating racial and social 'compart-

mentalization1, instead of fusing immigrants into homogeneous groups

a l-3.ptefi to modern city life and arousing a new type of civic conscious

ness. It must nevsrtbelesa be acknowledged that, through the spirit of

so!ida~':by they preserve among their members and the persistence of tra

ditional oblig-tionsj such urban com1.unir.i9s are of as3isitance in intro-

d ing urban comuunity development. It will prove infinitely easier to

stimulate these homogeneous groups, to rwaken a sense of common interest,

and to induce a joint effort to achieve specific targets: drainange

schemes, public administration projects, .building cf schools and of health

or social centres? participation in liiovements^ etc..
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The system of tribal "associations" or "unions" gives an added

fillip to these possibilities. Based on the ide? of group solidarity,

these associations are generally designed to help their members, thus

transplanting the traditional mutual aid to town and assisting the _

adaptation of their new members. They are very common in most African

cities; they are to be found in Nigeria, Brazzaville, Ghana,.Nairobi,

Freetown, Abidjan and Johannesburg, where there is a special type of

association celled the "Stockfel". All of these associations, which

entail a spirit of solidarity among their members, can be used as a

basis for developing com unity activities. An example of community

development founded on such groups is the "Castor" societies in Senegal

and the C-ntral African Republic, which have carried out housing pro

grammes through the joint effort of their members.

2. Fostering of th° ~™.™i+.y spirit around new r.Pntr-es of interest

These tribal groups rill, however, quite certainly gradually tend

to disappear. In the urban centres individualism is progressively out

stripping the community spirit. Difficult living conditions and pro-

letarization - the concomitants of lack of skill and specialization -

lead many immigrants to leave their families behind in their village of

origin and, living alone in town, they more easily fus, with other elements.

- ■-... Thus are formed dispcr-te groups whose members are no longer united

■■% bonds of traditional solidarity. -The object of urban community

development is to try to restor among, these heterogeneous elements

civic consciousness and a new community spirit to replace the old tribal

spirit of co-operation.

How can this be done? By "organising activities around new centres

of interest- . Various methods may "be employed,

(i) Neighbourhood jjnits . ; v

The racial district concept■is being gradually replaced by the

"neighbourhood unit" concept, i.e. the ide^ of a district or zone in

habited by families brought together by common needs and interests.
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In the absence of tribe 1 "bonds, it is the common diffioulties and worries

of d?y-to-dey living that gradually forge links between the often dis

parate elements forming a social entity and awake a community spirit.

Thus the converging needs of all families finally restore spiritual bonds.

The fact of common needs as regards health, water supply, sanitary,

educational or welfare services, transport facilities,, etc. raises

identical problems for all the inhabitants of a neighbourhood unit.

In those general circumstances, it is possible to stimulate initiative

and to encourage combined effort by the inhabitants of the unit to carry

out projects with the help of the looal authorities. Sometimes district

committees or associations are formed spontaneously, which, is. of great

he'.p in community activities. But where this does not occur, the ?

authorities can t-ke the initiative in setting up such groups, as re

presentative as possible, so as to interest the inhabitants in the ad

ministration of their zone and provide a framework for polarising the

people's contribution. Such combined effort by the people, inspired

.by their common interests, and by the authorities, might ■■well be the

starting point for urban community development. Experiments (*bout

: which little is still known) are beginning to' emerge spontaneously or

on the initiative of municipal authorities in certpin African towns.

Interesting urban community development schemes have been conducted

with some success oh the basis of neighbourhood units: the vecindades

in Mexico, the muhallas or "basic democracies" in Pakistan, the mantels

or. "urban sectors" in India. ;.-

(ii) Participation of the population in municipal affairs.

On a broader level than the neighbourhood unit, participation of

the population in municipal aflairs, through the medium of their elected

representativess is one more f-rotor favourable "to urban community

development.

The oitize-;. will trice-an interest in the life of his town, will

develop a sense of sh?red responsibility and be willing to make an effort

only to the extent "that lie can play his part in the running of the town.
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Playing "his part will awaken his civic sense and feeling of collective

responsibility, which are the prerequisites for any communal activity.

In French-speaking oountries3 before independence, if we leave aside the

capitals and the main towns in Senegal, which had been granted the full

status of communes rith an elected town council, most towns-were-or

ganized as "mixed communes" rith a nominated or elected town council,

but with responsibility for the running of the town vested in a mayor

appointed by the administration - so that the population took little

interest in municipal affairs ?nd initiative w&s a rarity. The acqui

sition of-independence ?nd"the introduction of elective munioipel

authorities have undoubtedly aroused political and civic interest in the

to-m-dwellers and prepared the ground .or the growth of urban community

development ideas, - .

(iiij Popular effort around the community centres .-■■■■■

The "beat practical focus for Joint effort.and communal activities

is the community centre catering for a particular district, sector or

neighbourhood unit. Such centres may- be of"-d&if&ateat-kinds, - --.

(a) The social and cultural cluba for example, is in its varying

forms a sort of 'open house1 for all the inhabitants of the area it

.serves. Such clubs normally owe their existence to the State, as for

instance in the French-speaking countries of. sfest Africa, or to local

authorities, or to the efforts of the population or its richer elements,

as in Tanganyika. The last-n?med of these categories obviously ranks

much higher from the point of view of community development, as the

foundation of the club, by the people is in itself an act of faith and

the people value it more. The primary advantage of such clubs is that

they provide a place where people cpn meet ?.nd exchange ideas and where

relations can be established betreen the various sections of the popu

lation outside the purely vocational or family sphere, thus ensuring

that better mutual understanding whioh gradually eliminates tribal

differences. The club is p'lso a recreational and'educational centre.

For all the above reasons it may'be the ideal focus for popular

initiative and joint action.
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Suoh centres, admittedly, do not always achieve success easily,

especially when they are sponsored "by the administration; it is some

times, hard at the outset to break down tribal barriers and induce all

and sundry to attend,

(b) Youth clubs or centres resemble the community centres, but are more

specifically designed to catei1 for the young. Here again success will

largely depend on the origins of the centre, the extent to which the young

have participated in setting it up, and also the animateurs, who must be

thoroughly acquainted with the psychology and the problems of youth.

For the same reasons as in the case of the community centres, the youth

clubs provide fruitful soil for the development of community spirit and

activities. Where they are really active, they are generally oombined with youth

societies or movements. As mcoting-places, they foster exchanges of ideas and

collective action. Providing the young with facilities for recreation, further

training and vory often gamos, they save them from idleness in the towns,incul

cate the team spirit and initiativekand guide them towards collective activities.

(c) Multi-purpose women's centres and family adaptation

As mothers and wives, women are an essential factor in the adaptation

of the family unit to urban life. Deprived of the advantages of com

munal solidarity they enjoyed in the country, they have to face alone

. the difficulties of isolated'living in town, for which they havo had'no pre

paration. They must, in particular, be taught how to cover the family's

needs with the limited cash at their disposal, how best to budget and

economize. In the term used by Crevasse, they have to be given a new

"personalistic" support. On women's adaptation to urban living con

ditions depend the stability and adaptation of the family, and hence

of society.

This is the reason for the existence of multi-purposs social cen

tres for women. They are "women's clubs" that must 'cover1 the districts

or sectors .they oate,r for. . (To be effective,, they must be multi-purpose;

women must be able tp;rely on them for every type of advice on family

life, training in home management, civics, housing and child care, com

plemented by guidance at home in the family circle designed to spread
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the teachings of doctors, educationalists etc.. Operated by trained

social workers and varying numbers of volunteers, these centres must .

above all be practical and geared to the needs and .financial resources

of the women concerned. These centres have greatly assisted family

adaptation to urban life under the name of "women's social centres" in

Uganda, Cameroun, the Ivory Coast, Mali, Guinea, Upper Volts, Niger and

Chad, and under that of "women's social clubs" in Congo (Brazzaville).

They often give a stsrt to any community development -ctivity through

the "women's associations" that are grafted on to them. This combi

nation has proved singularly effective in Ceylon, where the extremely

strong- and active Cingalese women's associations (Lanka Manila Samiti)

have substantially exprnded the communal activities of the women's centr-

( iv) Participation of the people in urban housing programmes

Housing is a crucial problem in most rapidly-growing African citieGB

The municipal authorities are often beaten to the mark' by the flow of

immigrants who set up house in makeshift fashion on peripheral ground,

with neither order nor roads. These "shanty towns" impede urban de

velopment and necessitate radical and distressing measures to reduce them,

Moreover, whatever low-cost urban housing schemes the authorities

try to carry out, prove quite inadequate to meet existing needs. This

is a problem of direct concern to the town-d-eller. On its solution

depend the stability, adaptation and flowering of f?mily life in the

city. Here -gain is a fruitful, soil for community development, the

individual being the more walling to make some contribution or other

to the provision of a dwelling for himself.

The. most ..usual .contribution.,, is _one....in cash,.\.ih,e individual paying

off the cost of his duelling in instalments ove:.' a period'.1" - The main

stumbling-block, to this system'was for long the wage-earner's inability

to offer the building societies proper security; but-this difficulty

has now been" solved through the provision of security by the public

authorities.- This house-building system, with the financial contri

bution, is the one followed in many Africrn towns.
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There is, however, a still more direct form of contribution - one

in kind by the future tenant. There are distinct schemes under which

the local authorities supply the land, the plan, technical assistance

and sometimes a refundable loan for purchase of materials, while the

beneficiary and his fpmily supply the manual lobour. Other schemes

are even more closely based on community development principles - the

■"Castor" associations, under whose auspices a group of citizens will

pool their e::forts, each giving his labour or whatever technical skill

he possesses, for the purpose of helpinr e?ch other to build their houses.

This is traditional mutual aid applied to the solution of the housing

problem. Excellent result" have been achieved *-ith it in Senegal and

the Central African Republic.

(v) Corporate communities ." ..... ..-'.■'.

The diversification of economic «nd vocational activities in towns

has led to the establishment of real corporations superimposed on the

traditional craft groups. Within e?ch of those corporations have ap

peared common interests that forge specific links betve2n its members.

Thus there have arisen, in the form of trade unions and professional asso

ciations-, real corporative communities whose members pool their efforts

in time and financial contributions in pursuit of. the most/diverse pom-

mon objectives - professional claims, benefits, leisure activities or

sports-.shows, co-operative "it ores and .occasionally building societies,

mutual aid and provident societies etc... This is a- true example of

urban community development.

III.. Urban Pilot Surveys and Coii-.unity Development

The arrangement of rational urban community development programmes

presupposes more knorledge of urban patterra and growth, hence more

applied .research. Our information in this field is admittedly, howevor,

both fragmentary and superficial. To know the figures for town popu

lations ?.nd their breakdown and composition is not enough. .We must

study not only the sociological characteristics, origins and coheaivenese

of immigrrnts, but also motivations and the problems arising out of
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urban growth: living conditions, economic standards, town-planning

and housing, employment, hygiene, school attendance, leisure and games,

urban transport. The need is therefore not so much for pure research

as for applied research.

Accordingly, as was stated in the introduction to this paper,

the Economic Commission for Africa in 1960-61 carried out an initial

pilot survey designed to determine the applicability cf community

development methods and techniques to the solution of urban problems

in Addis Ababa. That survey was successfully completed with the

ce-operation of University College, the municipality and the Imperial

Ethiopian Government. It was preceded by a oomprehensive sample survey,

oomparison of the results of which enabled correlations to be established

under the supervision of the Commission's demographer. These correla

tions served as a basis for certain findings from which the guiding

lines were laid down f^r future community development aotivities

oombining a contribution from the inhabitants, grouped in their

traditional and religious associations, and assistance from the autho

rities. That initial pilot survey was discussed by the Standing

Committee on Social Welfare and Community Development at its session

held in February 1962. The conclusions that emerged from it apply to

Addis Ababa and cannot, of course, be extrapolated for other African

cities. For that reason the Economic Commission for Africa has included

in its work programme for 1962-63 pilot surveys in other African cities,

and hopes in 1962 to launch one in Abidjan and another in Tunis. The

more of such research that is done, the better problems will be known

and the easier it will be to find common denominators for community

development methods and techniques adapted to urban centres in Afrioa.

It will then remain to train social workers and community develop

ment animateurs to cover the special ground created by urbanization.




